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ABSTRACT
The prevalence ofthe mythic hero’s journey in J. K. Rowling’s Harry Potter
series was investigated in order to determine how an archaic mythic form manifests itself
in a contemporary literary series. Joseph Campbell’s The Hero with a Thousand Faces
was consulted for a detailed account ofthe mythic hero’s journey, and several scholarly
analyses were consulted for a closer examination of Rowling’s series. The journey of
Harry Potter closely correlated with the majority ofthe components of Campbell’s
mythic hero’s journey: unusual birth, call to adventure, crossing ofthe threshold, aid
from a protective figure, a series of tests, helpers, atonement with the father figure,
apotheosis, the final battle, magic flight, return, and mastery ofthe two worlds. After
examining the series, it was determined not only that Harry’s personal transformation is a
direct result of his heroic journey, but that, like the monomyth, his struggle mirrors the
personal struggle within us all.
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Chapter I: The Monomyth
“It is not society that is to guide and save the creative hero,
but precisely the reverse. And so every one of us shares the supreme ordeal—
carries the cross ofthe redeemer—^not in the bright moments of his tribe’s great victories,
but in the silences of his personal despair.”(Campbell 337)

In the Harry Potter series, J. K. Rowling’s protagonist undergoes an extraordinary
transformation from an insecure adolescent and reluctant victim of prophecy to a
confident savior of humanity and master of his own destiny. The series contains
elements of several genres

among these, school stories, fantasy fiction, detective

novels, and coming-of-age stories. However, Harry Potter’s fantastic journey and
development into a hero correlate closely with the classic heroic myth. The enduring
themes in Rowling’s series manifest themselves in the beliefs and actions ofits characters
and are most evident in Harry’s growth as a hero. Harry’s development as a hero depends
directly upon the progression of the stages in his journey—ajourney that strongly
identifies with that ofthe mythic hero.
In The Hero with a Thousand Faces, Joseph Campbell examines the timeless
universality ofthe monomyth—a complex of collective myths and symbols that he called
“Mankind’s one great story” (xi). As the first mythologist to systematically examine the
multitude of mankind’s myths in search of a prevailing central framework, Campbell
discovered that heroic myths of all cultures and eras contain a general formula for the
“Hero’s Journey”(30). Though some components of the hero’s journey may be removed
from a myth or rearranged depending on its cultural origination, the general formula
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remains the same. In Harry Potter series, Harry’s journey follows the majority of
Campbell’s components: unusual birth, call to adventure, crossing ofthe threshold, aid
from a protective figure, a series oftests, helpers, atonement with the father figure,
apotheosis, the final battle, magic flight, return, and mastery ofthe two worlds.
Several elements ofthe original monomyth are omitted in the Harry Potter
series—most of which relate to the heavy influence of deities—though Campbell asserts
that the tendency of modem myths is to shift the focus from deities to man (337). Though
Harry and his fnends celebrate Christmas, J. K. Rowling has otherwise omitted any
specific references to a god in her series. There are countless parallels between her novels
and the Bible, yet Rowling’s writing retains a universal quality due to her disregard of
specific religious references. Campbell explains the reason for this difference between the
modem heroic myth and the archaic myth: “Not the ammal world, not the plant world,
not the miracle ofthe spheres, but man himselfis now the cmcial mystery. Man is that
alien presence with whom the forces of egoism must come to terms, though whom the
ego is to be crucified and resurrected, and in whose image society is to be reformed
(337). As the modem hero, Harry’s ego is indeed cmcified and resurrected as he endures
trials that are more emotionally than physically challenging.
The transfer ofthe monomyth’s focal point marks an important change in the
modem hero’s journey—he can no longer rely on society to dictate the terms of his
journey, so he must take responsibility for his herohood. Campbell notes that the modem
hero must not wait for society to guide him: “The modem hero, the modem individual
who dares to heed the call and seek the mansion of that presence with whom it is our
whole destiny to be atoned, cannot, indeed must not, wait for his community to cast off
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its slough of pride, fear, rationalized avarice, and sanctified misunderstanding”(337).
Unlike the heroes of many archaic myths, Harry is not universally regarded as a hero by
his society—^he is, in fact, the epitome ofthe misunderstood hero. Instead of waiting for
society to accept him and guide him in the right direction, Harry ventures into the
unknown for his own reasons as the true modem hero.
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Chapter II: Unusual Birth
For the mythic hero, bizarre circumstances t3pically surround his birth or
childhood

■circumstances which mark the child for an extraordinary life. Joseph

Campbell expands on the effect that these circumstances have on the nature of the hero in
myth: “The tendency has always been to endow the hero with extraordinary powers from
the moment of birth, or even the moment of conception . . . This accords with the view
that herohood is predestined, rather than simply achieved” (274-275). The idea that
herohood is a part of one’s destiny follows Harry’s situation exactly, as Lord Voldemort
attempts to murder the infant after hearing a prophecy involving the two. In an effort to
prevent the possibility of the prophecy coming true. Lord Voldemort actually does just
the opposite—^by singling out Harry, Voldemort fulfills the last half of the prophecy:
(4

The Dark Lord will mark him as his equal, but he will have power the Dark Lord knows

not” {Order of the Phoenix 841). Voldemort inadvertently gave Harry powers and a
destiny to be the only person with the ability to vanquish him. Also in agreement with
Campbell’s definition, as an infant Harry is very literally “marked” for an extraordinary
life with a lightning bolt-shaped scar on his forehead, a constant reminder of Voldemort’s
failed attempt to murder him {Sorcerer's Stone 99).
After the murder of his parents, Harry’s consequent childhood mirrors that of
many mythic heroes—left with the only family he has left, Harry spends his childhood
unloved and treated with disdain and resentment {Sorcerer's Stone 30). Always left to the
household duties, Harry is treated by the Dursleys more like a servant than a member of
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the family. His aunt and uncle practically worship their lazy, brainless son while having
little to no regard for Harry’s well-being: “The Dursleys often spoke about Harry like
this, as though he wasn’t there—or rather, as though he was something very nasty that
couldn’t understand them, like a slug” {Sorcerer's Stone 22). Campbell describes the
hero-child’s unfortunate childhood and its consequences: “The child of destiny has to
face a long period of obscurity. This is a time of extreme danger, impediment, or disgrace
... An extraordinary capacity is required to face and survive such experience. The
infancies abound in anecdotes of precocious strength, cleverness, and wisdom”(280281). Obscurity undoubtedly dominates Harry’s childhood—even the true story ofthe
death of his parents is kept from him, as his Aunt Petunia and Uncle Vernon construct a
lie about a fatal car accident instead {Sorcerer's Stone 53). Although Harry knows very
little about his own identity, he has the curious feeling that strangers on the street seem to
know him {Sorcerer's Stone 30). Harry’s detailed lineage and birth remain a mystery to
him throughout his childhood, and to some extent, until his last years as a student at
Hogwarts.
Harry certainly derives a mental strength from his childhood that proves to be
vital in his defeat of Voldemort—throughout his childhood he learns, more than anything,
to be resilient. Though he is often forced to cater to his dim-witted cousin Dudley, Harry
consoles himself with thoughts of Dudley’s inferiority: “Dudley was very fat and hated
exercise—^unless of course it involved punching somebody ... Aunt Petunia often said
that Dudley looked like a baby angel—Harry often said that Dudley looked like a pig in a
wig” {Sorcerer's Stone 20-21). Living under the constant threat of his cousin’s wrath.
Harry cleverly evades the bullying gang: “This was why Harry spent as much time as
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possible out ofthe house, wandering around and thinking about the end ofthe holidays.
where he could see a tiny ray of hope”{Sorcerer's Stone 31). Though Harry has little to
look forward to, he does not allow the Dursleys’ ill treatment of him to completely
remove all hope for better days in the future. Dumbledore remarks that he knew Harry’s
childhood would be difficult when he dropped him off at the Dursleys’ doorstep as a
baby: “Five years ago you arrived at Hogwarts, Harry, safe and whole... Well—^not
quite whole. You had suffered ...I knew I was condemning you to ten dark and difficult
years ... You arrived at Hogwarts neither as happy nor as well nourished as I would have
liked, perhaps, yet alive and healthy. You were not a pampered little prince”(Order of
the Phoenix 835-837). Though Dudley frequently abuses Harry both physically and
emotionally, Harry is not afi-aid of a few scars and bruises, knowing that he is the better
person—this is the first sign that, when facing someone driven by physical power and
intimidation, Harry will have enough courage to stand against him and even overcome
him. Few could manage to develop Harry’s extraordinary strength of character despite
years of emotional abuse.
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Chapter III: Call to Adventure
Campbell notes that the hero will receive a call to adventure, which signals the
opening of a new world, a great adventure to come, and the necessary transition from the
current life stage into the unknown (42-43). The call to adventure is often portrayed as
unintentional, signaling that it is simply the hero’s destiny, as Campbell explains: “A
blunder—apparently the merest chance—^reveals an unsuspected world, and the
individual is drawn into a relationship with forces that are not rightly understood ... the
blunder may amount to the opening ofa destiny”(42). Harry is called to destiny through
the delivery of a prophecy, seemingly by chance, and the result is Harry’s connection
with Lord Voldemort, a force that is rightly understood by none.
In the frame ofthe series, Harry’s call to destiny is a prophecy made by Professor
Trelawney at random while she interviews for the post of Divination teacher at the Hog’s
Head Inn {Order ofthe Phoenix 840). Campbell notes that the signal is often the “loathly,
underestimated appearance ofthe carrier ofthe power of destiny”(43). As the seemingly
ungifted great-great-granddaughter of a famous Seer, Professor Trelawney is indeed
underestimated by Dumbledore as a source oflegitimate prophecies: “I was disappointed.
It seemed to me that she had not a trace of the gift herself. I told her, courteously I hope,
that I did not think she would be suitable for the post. I turned to leave”{Order ofthe
Phoenix 840). By the merest chance. Professor Trelawney’s voice changes to “harsh,
hoarse tones” as she delivers a prophecy of paramount importance just before
Dumbledore leaves:
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The one with the power to vanquish the Dark Lord
APPROACHES....BORN TO THOSE WHO HAVE THRICE DEFIED
HIM, BORN AS THESEVENTH MONTH DIES...AND THE DARK

Lord will mark him ashisequal, buthe will have power
THE Dark Lord knows not...and either mustdieatthe
hand of the otherfor neither can live while the other
SURVIVES...{Order ofthe Phoenix 841)
Professor Trelawney’s delivery ofa legitimate prophecy is entirely unexpected by
Dumbledore, who is so convinced of its truth that he decides to offer her a teaching post
after all {Order ofthe Phoenix 840). The presence of an eavesdropper outside the room,
who relates the information to Voldemort, also presents a chance element in the situation.
Having heard only the first halfofthe prophecy, the eavesdropper does not know to warn
Voldemort that “to attack [Harry] would be to risk transferring power to [him]—again
marking [him] as his equal”{Order ofthe Phoenix 843). Professor Trelawney’s chance
release of a prophecy, as well as the presence of an eavesdropper, pulls baby Harry not
into the unsuspecting world of wizardry, of which he will already be a part, but into a
relationship with the Dark Lord himself, with what Campbell deems “forces that are not
rightly understood”(42). Without Professor Trelawney’s prophecy, Voldemort would not
have felt compelled to attempt to murder his would-be vanquisher, and thus Harry would
have matured and entered the Wizarding World as a normal adolescent.
Though all heroes receive a summons to adventure, the call is often unanswered
or downright refused: “The subject loses the power of affirmative action and becomes a
victim to be saved”(Campbell 49). Because Harry’s summons to adventure occurs very
early in his life, the call remains unanswered by Harry, who is unaware ofthe call and
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lacks the power of affirmative action as a child. Several events serve as an extension of
the original call to adventure for Harry, and the first occurs when he encounters a boa
constrictor at the zoo. Not knowing that he is speaking Parseltongue, Harry speaks to the
boa constrictor in a glass cage {Sorcerer's Stone 28). This exchange is the first
foreshadowing of Harry’s deep connection to Lord Voldemort, as he can only speak
Parseltongue due to the powers Voldemort inadvertently gave him. Furthermore, Harry
magically removes the glass wall between himself and the boa constrictor simply by
staring at it {Sorcerer s Stone 28). The situation prompts Harry to reflect further on all of
the strange things that had happened to him, and he begins to wonder why strangers
sometimes seem to recognize and know him on the street {Sorcerer's Stone 30). The
signal intensifies when the Dursleys receive many letters addressed to Harry and prevent
him from reading them—a clear example ofthe call blatantly refused. Moved to a seaside
run-down shack by his Uncle Vernon, Harry becomes the victim that needs saving, and
Hagrid arrives with the final summons to the new world. For the first time, Harry
experiences the call to adventure and is able to choose to answer it {Sorcerer's Stone 59).
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Chapter IV: Crossing the Threshold
After answering the call to adventure, the mythic hero must cross the first
threshold fi-om the comfortable world oflight into the dark world of undiscovered
adventure. Campbell notes the optional presence ofthe threshold guardian: “With the
personifications of his destiny to guide and aid him,the hero goes forward in his
adventure until he comes to the ‘threshold guardian’ at the entrance to the zone of
magnified power... Beyond them is darkness, the unknown, and danger”(64). Harry
crosses several thresholds on his initial journey to the magical world; in many ways, he
crosses the first threshold when he walks out ofthe shack with Hagrid, the threshold
guardian, and into the very literal unknown,since Harry has no idea what to expect fi-om
the Wizarding World {Sorcerer’s Stone 60). His following visit to the Leaky Cauldron
pub serves as the first moment that Harry steps into a magical establishment centered
between two ordinary buildings—Harry notes that he had the “most peculiar feeling that
only he and Hagrid could see [the Leaky Cauldron]”{Sorcerer’s Stone 68). Although
Harry doesn’t yet understand the nature ofthe secretive spells protecting the Wizarding
World, he crosses the threshold, here in the form ofa magical spell, jfrom one world to
another. After leaving the Leaky Cauldron, Hagrid disassembles the bricks in a wall to
reveal Diagon Alley, Harry’s first glimpse of a larger part ofthe Wizarding World
nestled in London {Sorcerer’s Stone 71).
Though each ofthese moments is pivotal for Harry, the most important moment
in crossing the threshold is undoubtedly the journey to platform nine and three-quarters
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from King’s Cross station. For the first time, it is Harry who controls his transition from
the Muggle world to the Wizarding World—^in order to successfully arrive at the platform
for the train to Hogwarts, he must walk straight into the wall between platforms nine and
ten without hesitation {Sorcerer’s Stone 93). In other words, Harry must truly believe in
magic to cross this threshold. Unlike the previous threshold crossings, Harry crosses a
threshold that transports him to a place that is completely removed from the Muggle
world. King’s Cross station proves to be an extraordinarily important place for Harry in
Deathly Hallows, as Harry’s unconscious brings him to a place that resembles the station
after Voldemort delivers the Killing Curse(712). King’s Cross station also provides the
setting for the most important conversation Harry has ever had with Dumbledore, albeit it
occurs in his head. The scene reveals just how important the station is to Harry—just
when he thinks his life is over, that he has died, his mind transports him to the place
where it all began. In Repotting Harry Potter, James Thomas reveals another way in
which King’s Cross serves as an in-between place during Harry’s last meeting with
Dumbledore:“And what is King’s Cross? It seems a strange and wonderful purgatory
like, heaven’s waiting room, stop-off point between heaven and earth, between life and
death”(331). So in some ways, Kng’s Cross is the initial threshold and the final
threshold for Harry not only between his magical and Muggle but also between life and
death.
Aside from Harry’s crossing ofthe threshold for the larger framework of his
story, he crosses thresholds in each novel to begin the mini-quests that constitute the
larger objective of defeating Voldemort. All ofthe thresholds have guardians or
blockages complicating the entry, so Harry cannot simply cross any threshold without
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considerable effort. In Sorcerer’s Stone, Harry climbs through the trap door ofthe third
floor corridor, guarded by a three-headed dog (276). By speaking Parseltongue, Harry
opens the bathroom passageway to the Chamber of Secrets, protected, however feebly, by
the ghost of Moaning Myrtle {Chamber ofSecrets 300). With the help of Hermione’s cat,
Harry escapes the Whomping Willow’s branches and crawls through the passageway to
the Shrieking Shack {Prisoner ofAzkaban 336). In The Goblet ofFire, Harry survives the
dangerous hedge maze and grabs the Triwizard Tournament Trophy, secretly a portkey
that transports Harry to a graveyard (636). The crossing ofthis particular threshold
signifies the sharply increasing danger associated with Harry’s battles against the Dark

Lord

for the first time, Harry is not able to fight on Hogwarts groimds. In order to gain

access to the Department of Mysteries, Harry rides on a thestral to London and uses a
telephone booth to arrive inside the Ministry of Magic {Order ofthe Phoenix 769). In a
search for one of the Horcruxes, Dumbledore and Harry must offer blood in order to open
the passageway of a seaside cave {Half-Blood Prince 559).
Finally, in the Deathly Hallows, Harry plans to walk to his death in the Forbidden
Forest, guarded by a swarm ofDementors(700). The last threshold to cross does not
result in Harry leaving Hogwarts grounds, but although his battle has returned to
Hogwarts at last, it is now in a different place no longer under Dumbledore’s control.
Easily the most difficult threshold to cross, the barrier between the Forbidden Forest and
the school grounds is guarded by that which Harry fears the most-

the Dementors.

Walking to the forest, he notes that he doesn’t have the strength necessary to produce a
Patronus spell to ward them off{Deathly Hallows 697); however, Harry finds protection
from the ghosts of his loved ones provided by the Resurrection Stone: “They acted like
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Patronuses to him ... Beside him, making scarcely a soimd, walked James, Sirius, Lupin,
and Lily, and their presence was his courage, and the reason he was able to keep putting
one foot in front ofthe other” {Deathly Hallows 700). Approaching the threshold ofthe
Forbidden Forest, Harry encoimters the most perilous guardians, and he is sure that he
will meet death on the other side. This is the only threshold Harry crosses by himself, but
in strange way, Harry has never felt less alone.
The new world encountered by the mythic hero is not only dangerous but also
unpredictable and disorienting because it is constantly changing. Campbell notes that the
hero walks within a “dream landscape ofcuriously fluid, ambiguous forms”(81). In the
magical world, the subjects in pictures and paintings are free to move at will, sometimes
present in their own picture and sometimes appearing in another. When Harry opens a
chocolate frog candy with a card depicting Dumbledore, he is shocked to see the picture
move: “Harry turned the card back over and saw, to his astonishment, that Dumbledore s
face had disappeared ... Harry stared as Dumbledore sidled back into the picture on his
card and gave him a small smile” {Sorcerer

Stone 103). Hogwarts itself takes on a life

of its own, as many of its facets seem alive:
Then there were doors that wouldn’t open unless you asked politely, or
tickled them in exactly the right place, and doors that weren’t really doors
at all, but solid walls just pretending. It was also very hard to remember
where anything was, because it all seemed to move aroimd a lot. The
people in the portraits kept going to visit each other, and Harry was sure
the coats ofarmor could talk. {Sorcerer's Stone 131-132)
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In Harry’s world, not only are the living things able to be transfigured through magic, but
the inanimate objects have the power to change themselves as well. Harry’s first
experience with the fluid ghostly forms residing at Hogwarts shocks him:“He gasped. So
did the people around him. About twenty ghosts had just streamed through the back wall.
Pearly-white and slightly transparent, they glided across the room talking to one another”
{Sorcerer's Stone 115). For Harry, it becomes a challenge in and ofitself to simply
navigate through Hogwarts and avoid the mischievous ghosts, made all the more difficult
by the castle’s constant transformation.
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Chapter V: Protective Figure
During the early stages ofthe journey, a protective figure presents the mythic hero
with advice or amulets against the forces he will encounter(Campbell 58). The protective
figure is often an old man or a wizard, and he provides support for the hero: Protective
power is always and ever present within the sanctuary ofthe heart and even immanent
within, or just behind, the unfamiliar features ofthe world. One has only to know and
trust, and the ageless guardian will appear”(Campbell 59). Dumbledore immediately
becomes this father figure and mentor for Harry, giving Harry both advice and amulets as
protection along the way. In Sorcerer’s Stone, Dumbledore anonymously gives Harry the
Invisibility Cloak as a Christmas present. Though the cloak is at first nothing more than a
fun novelty, it proves to be vital to Harry’s success at every turn—Harry even uses the
Invisibility Cloak to reveal himself at the right moment to catch Voldemort offguard in
the final battle in Deathly Hallows(737). During Harry’s battle against the Basilisk in
Chamber ofSecrets, Dumbledore’s phoenix appears with the Sorting Hat, out of which
Harry pulls Gryffindor’s sword. Without these items, Harry would have been powerless
against the giant serpent; Fawkes,the phoenix, even aids Harry after the battle is over,
healing Harry’s wounds with his tears {Chamber ofSecrets 321). Harry is able to save
Sirius through the use of Dumbledore’s time-controlling hourglass given to Hermione in
Prisoner ofAzkaban, and Dumbledore saves Harry from being convicted of performing
magic in the presence of a Muggle in Order ofthe Phoenix.
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In the Deathly Hallows, Dumbledore’s will states that he wishes to distribute
several items among Harry, Ron,and Hermione, and all ofthe items contribute
significantly to the final task of destroying Horcruxes(125). To Ron,Dumbledore gives
the Deluminator, which gives him the knowledge he needs to Apparate to Harry when he
becomes separated fi*om the group. Ron arrives just in time to save Harry firom the
bottom ofa frozen lake and retrieve Gryffindor’s sword, an item necessary for destroying
Horcruxes {Deathly Hallows 371). Dumbledore gives a copy of The Tales ofBeedle the
Bard to Hermione, which she later uses to uncover the history ofthe Deathly Hallows.
After Harry determines that the Elder Wand was Dumbledore s, and that its allegiance is
most likely to Draco instead of Voldemort, he has the knowledge he needs to defeat
Voldemort {Deathly Hallows 743). Perhaps most importantly, Dumbledore gives Harry
the first snitch he ever caught, enclosing the Resurrection Stone, with the inscription I
open at the close” {Deathly Hallows 698). At Hairy’s most hopeless moment,thinking he
is walking to his death, Dumbledore’s amulet conjures the ghosts ofhis loved ones, who
provide him with the strength and resolve to know that he will not die in vain.
Aside from his generous aid in the form of weapons and tools, Dumbledore
becomes a vital source of advice to Hairy as he struggles to determine his connection
with Voldemort and deal with the pressure ofbeing “The Chosen One.” As a mentor and
teacher, Dumbledore gradually teaches Harry about his enemy so that one day Harry will
have gained enough knowledge about his weaknesses to be able to defeat him. Perhaps
more importantly, Dumbledore serves as a father figure; Harry discovers who he is and
who his parents were through Dumbledore, and their discussions teach Harry about
virtue, sacrifice, love, and—central to the series—choice. At the end of each book,
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Dumbledore usually takes the time to explain what has happened and teach Harry a
lesson that can be learned. Though Harry often struggles with Dumbledore’s advice
because he does not yet understand it, in Deathly Hallows all ofDumbledore’s lessons
finally fall into place in Harry’s mind. He understands what Dumbledore had been
explaining for the last six years—^the depth ofthe sacrifice that his mother made,the love
that was at the heart of it, and the power that her love had to protect him
is he ready to make the same sacrifice for others.
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and only now

Chapter VI: Series of Tests
After the hero crosses the threshold of adventure and receives aid from a
protective figure, he must endure a series oftests that lead him to the final battle
(Campbell 81). The Harry Potter series as a whole serves as a general succession of
trials, with each novel ending with an individual test conquered. However, Harry also
endures a series of tests within each novel that comprise the ultimate trial for that
journey. Campbell comments on the tendency for the series oftrials to be surprisingly
extensive: “The original departure into the land of trials represented only the beginning of
the long and really perilous path ofinitiatory conquests and moments ofillumination.
Dragons have now to be slain and surprising barriers passed

again, again, and again

(90). Harry encounters Voldemort in some form in Sorcerer's Stone, Chamber ofSecrets,
Goblet ofFire, and Order ofthe Phoenix, yet he does not finally defeat him until the
battle in Deathly //a//ow5—Harry’s ultimate quest extends over seven years although he
consistently encounters his enemy, echoing Campbell’s description ofa perilous path that
becomes much longer than originally expected.
While each novel has a series oftests involved, several novels have a very literal
succession oftrials. In Sorcerer's Stone, Harry must find the correct key amongst a flock
of winged keys to unlock a door and then win a life-sized game ofchess(280-281).
When presented with seven bottles and a riddle on a piece of parchment paper, Harry s
final task is to correctly choose the bottle whose elixir will allow him to pass through the
black fire blocking his path {Sorcerer's Stone 285-286). In Chamber ofSecrets, Harry s
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first task is to open the passageway to the Chamber by speaking Parseltongue at its
concealed entrance(300). As a participant in the Triwizard Tournament, Harry must
complete three trials in Goblet ofFire: he must retrieve a golden egg after defeating a
fierce dragon, swim to the bottom ofa lake to untie and rescue Ron,and navigate through
a dangerous maze to grasp the trophy(353,493,622). While on the search for a Horcrux
in Half-Blood Prince, Hairy and Dumbledore must pass a series oftests both to enter and
exit the seaside cave: they must make a blood offering, find and grip an invisible cham to
reveal a boat, drink a poisonous elixir, and ward offthe Inferi long enough to escape in
the boat(559-577).
Often in the midst ofthe series oftests, the mythic hero’s dreams offer clues to
the quest and other useful information. Campbell explains the helpfulness ofthese
dreams: “In our dreams the ageless perils, gargoyles, trials, secret helpers, and instructive
figures are nightly still encountered; and in their forms we may see reflected not only the
whole picture ofour present case, but also the clue to what we must do to be saved”(8485). Because Voldemort’s attempted murder created a deep mental connection between
the two, Harry’s dreams become an important source ofinformation regarding
Voldemort, both for clues and for “the whole picUire of[his] present case,

Able to see

where Voldemort is and what he is doing, Harry gains a clear perspective on where he
stands in relation to his enemy.
In Goblet ofFire, Harry first begins to vividly dream about Voldemort, often
gaining clues to the tasks at hand or other helpful information about his enemy s
activities (15). Harry hears Voldemort confess to murdering Bertha Jorkins and plan to
kill another, the first indication of Voldemort’s use ofHorcruxes {Goblet ofFire 11-12).
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Later in the novel, Harry dreams that Voldemort is scolding Wormtail for his mistake and
affirming that Harry will soon be dead {Goblet ofFire 576). Because Harry sees
Voldemort holding a wand, he deduces that Voldemort is becoming stronger and is no
longer the feeble Halfling that he last saw. Dumbledore also informs Harry ofthe
connection between himself and Voldemort through his scar {Goblet ofFire 600). Harry
continues to dream about Voldemort in Order ofthe Phoenix, and he becomes
increasingly aware of the deep connection between himself and his enemy

a. connection

which is used against him when he dreams that Sirius is being held captive at the
Ministry(727). Instead of gaining “the clue to what[he] must do to be saved”(Campbell
85), Harry’s dream does just the opposite—it throws him into the face of danger and
eventually leads to Sirius’ death.
As the connection between himself and Voldemort grows stronger in Deathly
Hallows, Harry’s mind is often invaded by visions of Voldemort and his followers in
action—instead of attempting to shut off his mind from Voldemort’s, Harry instead uses
this connection to his advantage. No longer manifesting themselves as dreams, these
visions occur as a form of daydream, hitting Harry unexpectedly. Harry discovers that
Voldemort is seeking ways to defeat Harry through the use of different wands, which
reassures Harry that Voldemort is still unsure of himself{Deathly Hallows 84). Harry
later sees Voldemort frantically searching for Gregorovitch, a foreign wandmaker, which
sparks the curiosity about the Elder Wand {Deathly Hallows 234). After he narrowly
escapes Voldemort in Godric’s Hollow, Harry sees Voldemort’s memory ofthe night he
killed the Potters—^he experiences Voldemort’s feelings after he tried to kill Harry: “He
broke: He was nothing, nothing but pain and terror, and he must hide himself... he had
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killed the boy, and yet he was the boy”{Deathly Hallows 345). Voldemort’s feelings of
being tom from his body and of being one with baby Harry provide important clues that
Harry himself is a Horcrux that Voldemort inadvertently created. Towards the end of his
quest, Harry has a vision in which he also knows Voldemort’s thoughts, discovering that
the last Horcmx is hidden at Hogwarts {Deathly Hallows 550). Without this cmcial clue,
Harry would not have been able to deduce the location of Ravenclaw’s diadem or
complete his quest in destroying the Horcruxes.
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Chapter VII: Helpers
The mythic hero is often joined by a companion who assists him in the trials, and
this helper may be the supernatural aid the hero first encountered or simply a loyal friend
(Campbell 81). Harry is aided by his friends in everyjourney, yet something always
happens that physically prevents Harry’s compamons from aiding him in the final part of
each series of tests. In Sorcerer’s Stone, Ron must allow himselfto be captured by the
Queen piece in a gigantic chess game, and after passing the next test, Hermione must
leave Harry to go back and rescue Ron (284-286). Hermione is petrified in Chamber of
Secrets, and an avalanche of boulders prevents Ron from following Harry into the
chamber (304). Though Hermione accompanies Harry in escaping from the Shrieking
Shack in Prisoner ofAzkaban, when the two go back in time to save themselves, Harry
alone must conjure a Patronus charm powerful enough to ward offthe swarm of
Dementors(383). As the first three novels progress, Harry receives less help from his
companions and becomes more capable of passing the tests on his own; however,the
tests become accordingly more difficult as well.
In Goblet ofFire, Harry receives help in each ofthe trials ofthe Triwizard
Tournament, and without this help, Harry would probably have not passed any ofthe
trials. Hagrid reveals the dragons involved in the first task to Harry, and Mad Eye Moody
gives Harry very obvious advice on how to defeat the dragon: “The first bit is—^play to
your strengths ... You’re a damn good flier from what I’ve heard ... Use a nice, simple
spell that will enable you to get what you need'(Goblet ofFire 327, 344). After tips from
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Cedric Diggory and Moaning Myrtle, Harry is able to open the golden egg with a hint
about the next task—a task which he is able to complete only after Dobby gives him
gillyweed {Goblet ofFire 462,491). In preparation for the third task, Hennione and Ron
help Harry learn and practice spells that will prove useful against the creatures inside the
maze, such as the Impediment Curse and the Shield Charm {Goblet ofFire 607-608).
Though Harry continues to receive help from others in his tests, he finds himself alone
once again in his battle with Voldemort. In Goblet ofFire, Harry encounters Voldemort
in the flesh for the first time and is more alone than ever, having been transported to a
remote graveyard by the trophy portkey(636).
Harry acquires a larger group ofcompanions in Order ofthe Phoenix through the
assembly of Dumbledore’s Army,as well as the existing Order ofthe Phoenix, comprised
of adults against Voldemort. During his most difficult year, Harry finds Dumbledore to
be more absent than ever, both physically and emotionally—^he is forced to take
Occlumency lessons from Snape, while enduring the constant interconnection between
his mind and Voldemort’s mind {Order ofthe Phoenix 530). When Harry ventures to the
Department of Mysteries to save Sirius, he is accompanied by Ron, Hermione, Luna,
Neville, and Ginny; once the battle against the Death Eaters begins, the students are
joined by members ofthe Order ofthe Phoenix {Order ofthe Phoenix 768, 801).
However, Harry alone chases after Bellatrix Lestrange, and for the first time Dumbledore
physically helps him fight against Voldemort. After the Dark Lord possesses Harry,
Harry notes that “for the first time, Dumbledore sounded fiightened” {Order ofthe
Phoenix 815). This battle marks a turning point for Dumbledore as Harry’s mentor—it is
the first time that Dumbledore feels helpless to defend Harry from Voldemort. Though
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Dumbledore heavily assists Hairy in the battle, in the end Harry alone has the ability to
expel Voldemort’s spirit from his body.
In Half-Blood Prince, Harry accompanies Dumbledore on his journey to destroy a
Horcrux, but an important final role-reversal takes place—after Dumbledore drinks the
poisonous elixir, he becomes physically helpless and for the first time relies on Harry for
his salvation. The language used to describe Dumbledore’s actions in thisjourney reveals
the role-reversal: “Once again Dumbledore obeyed him ...Dumbledore drank like a
child dying ofthirst” {Half-Blood Prince 573; emphasis added). As Harry guides the
debilitated Dumbledore out ofthe cave and prepares to Apparate them both back to
Hogwarts, for the first time it is Harry who comforts and consoles: “It’s going to be all
right, sir ... We’re nearly there, I can Apparate us both back....Don’t worry’ {HalfBlood Prince 578). Despite this final role-reversal, Dumbledore provides advice
throughout the novel in the form of“lessons” on Voldemort’s character(or lack thereof)
and history, in hopes that Harry will gather enough information about Voldemort to be
able to defeat him.
Harry acquires a great deal of help in destroying the Horcruxes in Deathly
Hallows, but once again he faces Voldemort alon*

-this time, however, Harry makes the

choice to walk alone into the Forbidden Forest to meet him, while later Harry asks the
rest of Hogwarts not to interfere and to let him fight Voldemort alone(698, 737). While
Ron and Hermione accompany Harry for the majority of his journey to find the
Horcruxes, Harry receives unexpected help in defeating two ofthem. Using a spell that
engulfs part ofthe Room of Requirement in flames, Vincent Crabbe inadvertently
destroys Ravenclaw’s Diadem, while Neville Longbottom pulls Gryffindor’s Sword out
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of the Sorting Hat and uses it to cut off Voldemort’s serpent’s head (Deathly Hallows
631, 733). As the last ofthe Horcruxes, aside from Harry himself, the loss ofNagini
infuriates Voldemort and allows Harry to finally defeat him. Voldemort believes that
Harry has hidden behind his helpers along the way,namely Sirius and Dumbledore:
“Accident and chance and the fact that you crouched and sniveled behind the skirts of
greater men and women, and permitted me to kill them for you!”(Deathly Hallows 738).
Voldemort vocalizes Harry’s longtime fear that he has only succeeded because ofthe
help ofthose around him, but now, more than ever, Harry knows that he is entirely
capable of defeating Voldemort on his own.
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Chapter VIII: Atonement with the Father
Before the hero’s journey culminates in the final battle, atonement with the father,
or father figure, is necessary in preparing the hero for what lies before him. Depending on
the nature of the father figure, atonement can consist ofthe defeat ofthe father, an
exchange of roles between the father and son, or reconciliation between the two
(Campbell 115). The ultimate goal is the hero’s understanding ofthe father, the hero s
trust in his mercy, and a final resolution of underlying conflict. Harry’s situation is much
more complicated than that ofthe typical hero—because his biological father died when
Harry was a child, the father figure in his life would presumably be his Uncle Vernon,
who raised him. However, Harry receives no love, guidance, or care fi’om his Uncle, so in
a sense Harry still grows up fatherless. Three father figures emerge in his years at
Hogwarts—blames the biological father, Sirius the godfather, and Dumbledore the
mentor—all which require different forms ofatonement to prepare Harry for battle.
Harry’s atonement situation with his father calls for him to settle his conflicted
feelings about the man he never knew. Because Harry’s father died when he was a child,
his only conception of his father stems from others reminiscing positively about James;
however, in Order ofthe Phoenix, Harry sees a younger version of his James first-hand
as he experiences Snape’s memory in the Pensieve (648). Observing his father taunting a
younger Snape, Harry is confused by how the younger version of his mother clearly
detested James: “Messing up your hair because you think it looks cool to look like
you’ve just got off your broomstick, showing off with that stupid Snitch, walking down
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corridors and hexing anyone who annoys you just because you can—Fm surprised your
broomstick can get off the ground with that fat head on it. You make me SICK”{Order of
the Phoenix 648). This portrayal ofJames clearly contradicts all ofthe overwhelmingly
positive things Harry has heard about his father: “He felt as though the memory of[what
he had seen in the Pensieve] was eating him from the inside...the thought ofhis father
had been a source of comfort, of inspiration. Whenever someone had told him he was like
James he had glowed with pride inside. And now...now he felt cold and miserable at the
thought of him”{Order ofthe Phoenix 653-654). However, Sirius explains that James
was only fifteen years old, so Harry should notjudge him harshly during a time in which
James had not matured. After discussing the predicament with Sirius, Harry realizes that
his experience in Snape’s memory does not contradict his previous conception ofJames.
Blaming himselffor Sirius’ early death in Order ofthe Phoenix, Hany is desperate
to atone for it by defeating Voldemort,the source ofthe deception that indirectly caused
Sirius’ demise. After Kreacher reveals to Voldemort’s followers how dearly Harry thinks
of Sirius as a father figure, Voldemort has the perfect opportunity to use Harry’s feelings
against him:“He gave Narcissa information...like the fact that you were coming to
regard Sirius as a mixture offather and brother.. . Kreacher’s information made him
realize that the one person whom you would go to any lengths to rescue was Sirius
Black”{Order ofthe Phoenix 831). A multitude of people contribute to Sirius’ demise:
Bellatrix Lestrange delivers the killing curse, Kreacher lies to make Harry think that
Sirius was not at home, Sirius himself disobeys orders and leaves Grimmauld Place,
Snape refuses to continue Harry’s Occlumency lessons, and James’ scorn for Snape
continues to live in Sirius. Despite these blamable actions, Harry largely blames himself,
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feeling guilty for ever allowing Voldemort to invade his mind: “I didn’t practice
[Occlumency], I didn’t bother, I could have stopped myselffrom having those dreams,
Hermione kept telling me how to do it, ifI had [Voldemort would] never have been able
to show me where to go and Sirius—Sirius wouldn’t.. {Order ofthe Phoenix 829).
With the passage of time, Harry begins to realize that Voldemort is ultimately to blame
for Sirius’ death and feels that he can make amends for it by defeating him. Furious with
Voldemort for taking both his father and godfather away from him,Harry becomes more
resolved than ever to allay his anger by conquering Voldemort.
Harry has two atonement situations in his relationship to Dumbledore: first, he
must exchange roles with Dumbledore in order to become himselfthe guide, and second,
he must place all of his trust in Dumbledore and have faith he has Harry’s best interests at
heart. To affirm that his relationship with Dumbledore has been reconciled, Harry also
has a final meeting, albeit in his unconscious mind, with Dumbledore that serves as the
last stage in atonement. Though Harry receives advice and guidance from Dumbledore
throughout his years at Hogwarts, the two become even closer through Dumbledore s
lessons in Half-Blood Prince, in which it seems that Dumbledore now treats Harry almost
as an equal. When Dumbledore requires Harry’s assistance in destroying the Horcrux in
the cave, a role-reversal takes place in which Dumbledore becomes dependent on Harry
for salvation. Campbell comments on this monumental milestone in the relationship
between the hero and the father figure: “[The hero] is the twice-bom: he has become
himselfthe father. And he is competent, consequently, now to enact himselfthe role of
the initiator, the guide, the sun door”(116). Dumbledore is described in this section as
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obedient to Harry’s commands,indicating for the first time that their relationship has
changed (Half-Blood Prince 573).
Rowling also indicates this change by having Dumbledore and Harry’s exchange
echo a conversation between them early in the novel. When Harry and the group prepare
to depart fi*om Privet Drive, Dumbledore tells Harry not to be afi:aid: “I do not think you
need worry about being attacked tonight... You are with me”(Half-Blood Prince 5758). In short, the reader is assured of Harry’s safety while in Dumbledore’s care. Towards
the end of the novel, Harry leads the feeble Dumbledore out ofthe cave and prepares to
Apparate them both back to Hogwarts. Harry begins comforting and consoling his
mentor, telling him not to worry and that he will take care ofeverything. In a touching
moment, Dumbledore simply replies,“I am not worried Harry...I am with you”(HalfBlood Prince 578). In short, the reader is now assured ofDumbledore’s safety while in
Harry’s care. Dumbledore’s response affirms not only that a role-reversal has taken place
but also indicates that he accepts and welcomes this change.
In Deathly Hallows, Harry is challenged to renew his faith in Dumbledore despite
the information he learns about Dumbledore’s dark past. As Harry learns more about
Dumbledore’s early life, he becomes increasingly distmstflil of him as a father figure and
even as an enemy of Voldemort. He hears conflicting information about Dumbledore not
only through print(Doge’s idealism versus Skeeter’s scathing criticism), but also through
hearsay—at Bill and Fleur’s wedding, Harry hears dark rumors about Dumbledore’s past
from Aunt Muriel(Deathly Hallows 155). Harry finally comes to the conclusion that.
despite Dumbledore’s many mistakes in his past, he remained in unwavering opposition
to Voldemort and truly regretted his past. In the face ofthe most scathing account of
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Dumbledore yet, Harry suddenly defends Dumbledore to his bitter brother Aberforth,
saying that in the search for the Horcrux in the cave, Dumbledore was clearly still
f
suffering for his past offenses: “He was never free ... That night your brother died, he
started screaming, pleading with someone who wasn’t there. ‘Don’t hurt them.
please...hurt me instead’ ... It was torture to him,if you’d seen him then, you wouldn’t
say he was free”(Deathly Hallows 567-568). Because Dumbledore obviously
acknowledges his offenses and repents them, Harry now understands Dumbledore’s
struggle and forgives him. Harry’s forgiveness ofDumbledore’s attempt to cheat death
with the Hallows is evident in his meeting with Dumbledore at King’s Cross—^Harry has
to remind Dumbledore that he did not seek to cheat death with the evil, soul-splitting
Horcruxes: “After all his anger at Dumbledore, how odd it was to sit here, beneath the
high, vaulted ceiling, and defend Dumbledore from himself. ‘Hallows, not Horcruxes
(Deathly Hallows 713). For Harry, reassuring Dumbledore of his innate goodness, despite
his wrongdoings, signals that he understands Dumbledore as simply human— virtuous,
but not entirely immune to temptation.
Harry cannot seem to understand Dumbledore’s intentions concerning his
connection with Voldemort—^why he would have made this last series oftests so difficult
for Harry, and whether or not he intended for Harry to die. After Dobby’s death, Harry
reflects on Dumbledore’s possible reasoning for keeping information from him:“What
did you know about me, Dumbledore? Am I meant to know, but not to seek? Did you
know how hard I’d find that? Is that why you made it difficult? So I’d have time to work
that out?”(Deathly Hallows 483). Harry then makes his choice to continue on the path
that Dumbledore intended for him: destroying Horcruxes and ultimately destroying
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Voldemort. No longer sidetracked by his desire for the Deathly Hallows,Harry makes a
choice “to accept that he had not been told everything that he wanted to know, but simply
to trust. He had no desire to doubt again” {Deathly Hallows 563). Although Harry trusts
Dumbledore’s wisdom, he wrongly assumes that Dumbledore meant for him to die:
How neat, how elegant, not to waste any more lives, but to give the dangerous task to
the boy who had already been marked for slaughter, and whose death would not be a
calamity, but another blow against Voldemort”{Deathly Hallows 693). Harry doesn’t
understand Dumbledore’s intent until their meeting at “King’s Cross,” in which
Dumbledore divulges that he knew Harry was a Horcrux, and therefore he had to be
attacked by Voldemort for the last piece of his soul to leave Harry’s body(708). Harry
realizes how deeply Dumbledore understood him—all ofthe difficulty he has
encountered in his relationship with Dumbledore has only served to prepare him for the
ultimate challenge of destroying Voldemort.
Harry’s exchange of roles with Dumbledore in Half-Blood Prince and renewal of
faith in his mentor in Deathly Hallows are still not sufficient to reconcile their
relationship; Harry has a final confi-ontation with Dumbledore to confirm that all
differences have been settled between them. Campbell emphasizes his choice of wording
for this portion ofthe hero’s journey—atonement not only refers to reconciliation but
also to “at-one-ment,” the joining ofthe father and hero. Rowling’s choice to present
Dumbledore at a time when Harry is unconscious echoes the concept ofthe father figure
and hero as one; whether Dumbledore is a figment ofHarry’s imagination or has
intentionally invaded Harry’s mind, either way Dumbledore is presented as a part of
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Harry’s mind- in other words, Harry and Dumbledore’s minds have become one.
Campbell comments on the circumstances ofthe hero’s final meeting with the father:
The problem ofthe hero going to meet the father is to open his soul
beyond terror to such a degree that he will be ripe to understand how the
sickening and insane tragedies ofthis vast and ruthless cosmos are
completely validated in the majesty of Being. The hero transcends life
with its peculiar blind spot and for a moment rises to a glimpse ofthe
source. He beholds the face ofthe father, understands—and the two are
atoned.(125)
Harry meets Dumbledore after being struck by Voldemort’s curse ofdeath; when he
opens his eyes, Harry is still in an unconscious state and believes himselfto be dead,
Harry’s near-death experience literally “open[s] his sout

●seeing a raw-skinned baby

struggling to breathe, Harry learns that the baby is the representation of the part of
Voldemort’s soul that rested within him and is now expelled from his body. For the last
time, Harry seeks guidance from Dumbledore and has a chance to confront him about his
dark past. After hearing all of Dumbledore’s wrongdoings and regrets, Harry finds
himself consoling Dumbledore and feeling content now that he knows his past in its
entirety. Dumbledore’s last piece of advice leaves Harry with a better understanding of
life—^his advice prompts Harry to “transcend life with its peculiar blind spot” and
comprehend the meaning of it all: “Do not pity the dead, Harry. Pity the living, and,
above all, those who live without love. By returning, you may ensure that fewer souls are
maimed, fewer families are tom apart” {Deathly Hallows 722). In this moment, “he stood
up, and Dumbledore did the same, and they looked for a long moment into each other’s
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faces” {Deathly Hallows 122). Harry has beheld the face ofthe father, understood, and
now chooses to return the world and fight not for his life, but for the Hves ofeveryone
else.
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Chapter IX: Apotheosis
In order for the mythic hero to be able to ultimately defeat his enemy, he usually
has an apotheosis experience

one in which the hero is enlightened, detaches from his

own ego, and unites the conscious and unconscious in order to be free from himself
(Campbell 127). Harry begins to break free from his own ego when he walks into the
Forbidden Forest prepared to die for the salvation of others: “His body and mind felt
oddly disconnected now, his limbs working without conscious instruction, as if he were
/

passenger, not driver, in the body he was about to leave” {Deathly Hallows 700-701).
Harry has begun to act independently of his own interests, and his body begins to simply
do what it knows it must. In Harry Potter & Imagination: The Way Between Two Worlds,
Travis Prinzi comments on Harry’s inner illumination as he walks to the forest:
So, Harry finds himself in the midst ofthis passage from fear to faith,
from death as something to be dreaded, to death that is something to be
welcomed in its time, after the living of a noble life. Harry is Ignotus
Peverell, willing to walk under the Invisibility Cloak, until that moment he
must take it off and die honorably. And Harry is even greater than Ignotus,
because he was asked to die young.(98)
Harry’s exchange of fear for faith signifies his complete disregard ofselfin favor ofthe
possible salvation of others. Harry does not have anything concrete to put his faith in—^he
believes that he is about to die, he does not know whether his death will save the lives of
everyone else, and he does not know whether anyone will be able to defeat Voldemort.
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The only things Harry believes are that his death will at the very least delay the deaths of
others and that the prophecy stated that neither Voldemort nor himself can live while the
other survives. However uncertain those elements seem,they provide sufficient
justification for Harry to give his own life, signifying that his own life is insignificant
compared to the lives of others.
After Voldemort delivers the killing curse, his experience in “King’s Cross” with
Dumbledore also serves as a means for uniting the conscious and the unconscious—^here.
Harry is caught somewhere in between life and death, unable to discern whether his
experience is real or imagined {Deathly Hallows 707). The exchange between
Dumbledore and Harry as their meeting nears its end encompasses this uniting ofthe
conscious and unconscious:
44

Tell me one last thing,” said Harry. “Is this real? Or has this been
happening inside my head?
44

Of course it is happening inside your head, Harry, but why on
earth should that mean that it is not real?” {Deathly Hallows 723)
Dumbledore questions the difference between Harry’s imagination and reality and offers
him the choice to either stay in “King’s Cross,” and presumably die, or return to the
world and fight {Deathly Hallows 722). Paradoxically, Harry must make a conscious
choice in his unconscious mind, which, as Dumbledore suggests, makes the situation all
the more real. Dumbledore’s statement that their meeting at “King’s Cross” is both
44

happening inside [Harry’s] head” and “real” suggests that the conscious and
unconscious are one and the same {Deathly Hallows 723).
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Harry regains consciousness with a more determined attitude—entirely free from
any concern about himself, Harry allows himself to be humiliated in front ofothers in
order to feign that he is dead: “[He] knew his body would not be allowed to remain
unsullied upon the forest floor; it must be subjected to humiliation to prove Voldemort’s
victory. He was lifted into the air, and it took all his determination to remain limp, yet the
pain he expected did not come”{Deathly Hallows 726-727). Rowling’s simple statement
that “the pain he expected did not come” speaks volumes—though Harry is experiencing
one of the Unforgivable Curses and should be feeling excruciating pain, the absence of
such pain suggests that Harry’s body is no longer important to him. Throughout the rest
of the action leading up to the final battle, Harry’s internal emotions are strangely absent
from the reading. Harry’s internal dialogue during this time consists only of his
observations and plans for action, so he meets Voldemort in battle for the first time
without fear or other self-conscious emotions {Deathly Hallows 737).
Campbell clarifies the effects of apotheosis on the hero’s level ofcompassion for
others: “The one freed in life, desireless, compassionate, and wise, with the heart
concentrated by yoga, viewing all things with equal regard, beholds himselfin all beings
and all beings in himself’(142). After regaining consciousness in the forest, Harry is
truly desireless in regards to his own interests—he shows deep compassion for all and a
true understanding of life. Harry even shows compassion for a Death Eater when
Narcissa Malfoy asks if her son is alive. Although Harry has many reasons to despise
Narcissa and the Malfoy family, he mercifully whispers “yes”{Deathly Hallows 726).
While he had earlier used one ofthe Unforgivable Curses on a Death Eater, Harry now
only shoots less dangerous jinxes and curses at the Death Eaters shortly before his final
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battle {^Deathly Hallows 734). Harry even offers Voldemort a chance for redemptionasking him to “try for some remorse ...one last chance,” Harry insinuates that he would
offer Voldemort mercy if only he would repent his crimes {Deathly Hallows 741).
Perhaps the most obvious indication of Harry’s newly extreme sense ofcompassion, he
defends Snape’s character in front of the entire school {Deathly Hallows 740-743).
Although Snape has tormented him for years at Hogwarts, Harry finds forgiveness in his
heart and even names his child after him, attesting that “[Snape] was a Slytherin and he
was probably the bravest man I ever knew”{Deathly Hallows 758). After his apotheosis
experience, Harry displays a great capacity for forgiveness and compassion even for
those who have hurt him. Finally understanding the power oflove, Harry cares for both
his friends and enemies in a way that gives him the “power the Dark Lord knows not”
{Order ofthe Phoenix 841).
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Chapter X: Final Battle
After becoming enlightened and gaining a new perspective on life, the mythic
hero is ultimately prepared for the final battle against the forces ofevil, which facilitates
the conclusion of his quest(Campbell 164). While Harry’s final battle against Voldemort
in the Great Hall in Deathly Hallows serves as the ultimate climax for the series, many
individual victories in the series lead up to this confrontation. Harry successfully battles a
progressively more powerful form of Voldemort in the first five novels,ihon^ Prisoner
ofAzkaban is an exception. In Sorcerer’s Stone, Harry confronts the spirit of Voldemort,
too weak to support him in a body of his own and thus manifested in the back of
Professor Quirrell’s head (293). Quirrell’s skin blisters and bums when in contact with
Harry’s skin, so Harry defeats Voldemort simply because his mother’s love protects him
against the touch of evil {Sorcerer's Stone 299). Voldemort returns in Chamber ofSecrets
through his diary as the memory of his former self, now able to control the Basilisk and
order it to attack Harry. Using Gryffindor’s sword, Harry is able to slay the basilisk and
destroy the diary, and thus Voldemort’s memory, with the serpent’s fang {Chamber of
Secrets 309, 322).
In Goblet ofFire, Harry battles Voldemort in a fully-grown form and succeeds,
for the first time, due completely to his own abilities. When Harry initially sees
Voldemort, his enemy has now acquired barely enough strength to inhabit a physical
body and has become a horrifying representation of evil:
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It was as though Wormtail had flipped over a stone and revealed
something ugly, slimy, and blind—^but worse, a hundred times worse. The
thing Wormtail had been carrying had the shape of a crouched human
child, except that Harry had never seen anything less like a child. It was
hairless and scaly-looking, a dark, raw,reddish black. Its anns and legs
were thin and feeble, and its face—^no child alive ever had a face like
that—flat and snakelike, with gleaming red eyes.(Goblet ofFire 640)
After Wormtail performs a ritual to grow this feeble body into an adult form, Voldemort
torments Harry with the Cruccio curse, but Harry is able to resist the Imperius curse
through his intense determination (Goblet ofFire 661-662). Although the ghosts of his
parents offer encouragement and suggestions on what to do, Harry relies only on his own
strength to keep his wand connected to Voldemort’s wand for as long as possible(Goblet
ofFire 668). Dodging the Death Eater’s curses and throwing a few of his own over his
shoulder, Harry quickly escapes death at the last moment,infuriating Voldemort(Goblet
ofFire 669).
In Order ofthe Phoenix, Harry battles a group of Death Eaters and, ultimately,
Voldemort in his strongest and most formidable form yet. Harry does not defend himself
in battle against Voldemort, but he must literally purge Voldemort’s spirit from his own
body. After Voldemort delivers the Killing Curse to Harry, he finds himself defenseless
and afraid: “Harry had not even opened his mouth to resist. His mind was blank, his wand
pointing uselessly at the floor”(Order ofthe Phoenix 813). Dumbledore comes to
Harry’s rescue, but Voldemort possesses Harry as a last resort, thinking that Dumbledore
would kill Harry in his desire to kill Voldemort as well(Order ofthe Phoenix 816). Harry
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is able to expel Voldemort’s spirit from his body after thinking of Sirius, which
Dumbledore later explains: “It is [love]...that you possess in such quantities and which
Voldemort has not at all. That power took you to save Sirius tonight. That power also
saved you from possession by Voldemort, because he could not bear to reside in a body
so full of the force he detests. In the end... it was your heart that saved you”{Order of
the Phoenix 843-844). This experience mirrors Harry’s first encounter with Voldemort in
Sorcerer’s Stone, in which Voldemort’s host body was burned by contact with Harry,
protected by his mother’s love. Like his first encounter, Harry is unable to defend himself
but is saved by love, only this time it is his own love that saves him. Dumbledore
constantly advises Harry that love will be his ultimate power over Voldemort, and
Harry’s experience in Order ofthe Phoenix provides an example ofhow that power can
literally save him.
At the end ofDeathly Hallows, only now is Harry capable offinally defeating
Voldemort for several reasons, including the destroying ofthe Horcruxes, Harry’s
knowledge of the Elder Wand’s history, and Harry’s understanding oflove and sacrifice.
All of Harry’s individual victories against Voldemort prepare him for his final battle in
Deathly Hallows. In each novel, Harry’s wizarding skill grows as Voldemort’s power and
capabilities increase, so the battles are more evenly matched than one would expect. In
Sorcerer’s Stone, Voldemort appears as a feeble spirit attached to another body,
somewhat matched with Harry, the unskilled beginner wizard. Each becomes
progressively more skilled and formidable as the series continues, with the rivahy
culminating in Deathly Hallows, as they are almost equally matched and able to battle to
the best of their abilities. Though Harry’s wizarding skill is undeniably inferior to
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Voldemort’s, the Dark Lord has an emotionally stunted growth, unable to comprehend
the emotions that run so fervently through Harry’s heart.
Harry’s initial willingness to die for the possible salvation ofsociety evens the
playing field between himself and Voldemort. Harry is dumbfounded as to why he is not
dead after Voldemort delivers the Killing Curse, but in Dumbledore’s words, Harry’s
willingness to die ‘^vill, I think, have made all the difference” {Deathly Hallows 708).
Explaining that Harry was the seventh Horcrux, Dumbledore affirms that Harry’s soul is
now entirely his own and, if the sixth Horcrux can be destroyed, Harry and Voldemort
will have a chance to battle against each other man to man {Deathly Hallows 709). After
Harry regains consciousness, he realizes that his willingness to sacrifice himself has also
given a particular immunity to everyone at Hogwarts:“Voldemort was now dueling
McGonagall, Slughom, and Kingsley all at once, and there was cold hatred in his face as
they wove and ducked around him, unable to finish him ... Harry’s attention was
diverted as a Killing Curse shot so close to Ginny that she missed death by an inch”
{Deathly Hallows 735). With no concept oflove or sacrifice, Voldemort never considered
that Harry’s selfless intent to sacrifice himself could protect those he wished to save.
Harry’s willingness to die not only removed the part of Voldemort’s soul in his body but
also forced Voldemort to fight him alone.
After hearing the history of the Elder Wand from Dumbledore,Harry realizes that
he, not Voldemort, might be the Elder Wand’s true master. Again, Voldemort is at a
significant disadvantage because of his lack of understanding oflove—^though Snape
clearly expressed love for Harry’s mother, Voldemort disregarded his feelings and thus
never suspected that Snape could have harbored ill will for him and turned to
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Dumbledore’s side {Deathly Hallows 740). Because Snape aided Dumbledore in his
planned death, and thus did not disarm Dumbledore of his wand against his will. Hairy
realizes that Voldemort has wrongly believed himselfto be the Elder Wand’s true master
{Deathly Hallows 741). Harry is still uncertain whether his disarming ofDraco,the
wand’s previous master, will be recognized: “I overpowered Draco weeks ago. I took this
wand from him ... So it all comes down to this, doesn’t it? Does the wand in your hand
know its last master was Disarmed? Because if it does...1 am the tme master ofthe Elder
Wand”{Deathly Hallows 743). Harry relies on his gut instinct that the Elder Wand is his,
as otherwise he and Voldemort are matched on skill alone—a battle in which Harry,
never having used the Killing Curse, would surely lose.
The last spells uttered by both Harry and Voldemort s3mbolize the character of
each: Harry, with more reason to hate Voldemort than ever, yells ^*Expelliarmus\

as

Voldemort shrieks '‘"‘Avada Kedavra\” {Deathly Hallows 743). Harry’s main tactic in
battle against the most dangerous wizard alive is simply to disarm him, while Voldemort
delivers the Killing Curse against Harry,for the fifth unsuccessful time during the series.
The scene between Harry and Voldemort echoes their last dramatic battle in Goblet of
Fire, in which Harry and Voldemort deliver the exact same curses against each other.
Similar to his stance in his final battle with Voldemort, Harry’s thoughts immediately
before his battle in Goblet ofFire indicate his deep courage: “He was not going to die
crouching here like a child playing hide-and-seek; he was not going to die kneeling at
Voldemort’s feet...he was going to die upright like his father, and he was going to die
trying to defend himself, even if no defense was possible”{Goblet ofFire 662). Although
he had expected to die and was willing to do so without defending himself, while Harry
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lies unconscious, Dumbledore presents him with the choice to remain in his peaceful state
or return to the world to fight once more. Harry regains consciousness in the Forbidden
Forest with the fierce resolve he exhibited in the graveyard battle in Goblet ofFire.
Harry’s defeat of Voldemort with a simple and merciful disarming curse demonstrates the
triumph of love over power attained through fear and intimidation.
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Chapter XI; Magic Flight
After the mythic hero’s final battle, he escapes through magical means—an
escape that may be hasty if a trophy was obtained against the will of its guardian
(Campbell 170). Campbell describes the ensuing flight if such a trophy is acquired: “If
the trophy has been attained against the opposition of its guardian, or ifthe hero s wish to
return to the world has been resented by the gods or demons, then the last stage ofthe
mythological round becomes a lively, often comical, pursuit. This flight may be
complicated by marvels of magical obstruction and evasion”(170). There are several
ex amples of the magic flight in the Many Potter series, in particular those that include
magical obstnictions. In Prisoner ofAzkaban, Hany escapes on the flying hippogriff after
using the Patronus chann to save himself, and the hippogriff is later used to facilitate the
escape of Sirius Black, Harry’s newfound godfather and the “trophy” ofthis quest (413415). Campbell writes that “a popular vaiiety of the magic flight is that in which objects
are left behind to speak for the fugitive and thus delay pursuit (174). The ghosts of
Harr>'’s parents appear during Vus batde with V oldemort in Goblet ofFire, and his
father’s ghost plans to help him have enou^ ivtue Vo escape; ^Taeuthe connection is
broken, we will linger for only moments...but we will give you time...you must geUo
the Portkey, it will return you to Hogwarts”(667). The aid of his parents’ ghosts allows
Harry extra time that is crucial in his barely accomplished escape.
Perhaps the best example of the magic flight, Harry flees the Death Eaters in the
Department of Mysteries while carrying the prophecy’s glass orb in Order ofthe
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Phoenix. Campbell describes the most hectic type of hero’s escape: “Another well-known
variety of the magic flight is one in which a number ofdelaying obstacles are tossed
behind the wildly fleeing hero”(174). Harry and his comrades initially escape by casting
spells to explode the countless glass orbs surrounding them on high shelves. The
prophecy’s spirits, which emerge after the orbs shatter, provide an effective obstacle for
the Death Eaters chasing after them {Order ofthe Phoenix 787). The delaying obstacles
behind Harry and his companions successfully delay the Death Eaters temporarily, the
prophecy, however, falls and shatters after Neville’s robes’ pockets tear {Order ofthe
Phoenix 804-805). Thus, the magic flight in Order ofthe Phoenix is only somewhat
successful, as it prevents the Death Eaters from possessing the trophy but results in the
destruction of the trophy anyway.
Because Harry gains the Elder Wand after the defeat of Lord Voldemort, a hasty
escape is unnecessary in Deathly Hallows, as the trophy’s guardian is incapable of
pursuing him. However, Harry finds himself overwhelmed with the celebration after the
battle and wishes to escape anyway: “They wanted him there with them,their leader and
symbol, their savior and their guide, and that he had not slept, that he craved the company
of only a few ofthem, seemed to occur to no one”{Deathly Hallows 744). Fortunately,
Luna Lovegood offers to distract the crowd so that Harry can escape—^here Luna
functions similarly to the ghosts of Harry’s parents in Goblet ofFire, offering to distract
those who would pursue or search for Harry after his escape. In keeping with Campbell s
description of an escape through magical means, Harry uses his Invisibility Cloak to
disguise him from the others as he withdraws from the scene and proceeds towards
Dumbledore’s office {Deathly Hallows 745). Although this magic flight differs from the
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others in that it was unnecessary, Harry’s escape throu^ magical means and the use ofa
distraction fulfills Campbell’s definition nonetheless.
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Chapter XII: Return
When the quest is ultimately fulfilled, the mythic hero faces the difficult return to
the everyday world of light, where he is often perplexed as to what to do next(Campbell
188-189). Harry’s initial crossing ofthe threshold brought him firom the Muggle world
into the Wizarding World, but he is unable to separate himself firom the Wizarding World
now that he has been introduced to it. Therefore Harry’s return must be somewhat
different from the typical mythic hero’s return. If Harry’s initial state is regarded not only
as a member of the Muggle world but also as simply “Harry Potter,” and his quest
represents his transformation into “The Chosen One” and Voldemort’s possible
conqueror, then Harry’s return is symbolically his restoration to “Harry Potter.”
Physically, Harry does not cross a return threshold as Campbell describes, but he crosses
a momentous psychological threshold when he is fi"eed fi'om his obligations to society
and the limitations imposed upon him by the prophecy.
In his return to the everyday world, the mythic hero must somehow find a way to
incorporate his newfound knowledge into society for its benefit(Campbell 188). The
wisdom that Harry acquires in his journey attests the ultimate power oflove, the
importance of compassion, and most of all, society’s desperate need for it {Deathly
HalloM^s 709-710). There are many people in Harry’s world who understand the power of
love, but the fact that Voldemort could have ever acquired so many followers indicates
that there are many who do not. Harry’s seemingly impossible task is to emphasize the
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importance of compassion, of caring for others, and of having respect for others and the
life that they lead. Campbell comments on the supreme difficulty ofthis task:
How teach again, however, what has been taught correctly and incorrectly
learned a thousand times, throughout the millennia of mankind’s prudent
folly? That is the hero’s ultimate difficult task. How to rend back into
light-world language the speech-defying pronouncements ofthe dark?...
How to communicate to people who insist on the exclusive evidence of
their senses the message ofthe all-generating void?(188-189)
Campbell’s statements directly echo Harry’s situation—how can Harry inspire others to
love and, at the very least, respect one other when the history of mankind displays
countless violent quests for power? Love has literally saved Harry’s life over and over
again, but Harry’s challenge is to reproduce the impact ofthat love in others.
Even if Harry is able to inspire love and compassion in others, the impact ofthe
newfound knowledge may not be permanent in the monomyth:“The boon brought from
the transcendent deep becomes quickly rationalized into nonentity, and the need becomes
great for another hero to refresh the word”(Campbell 188). However,in the Epilogue of
Deathly Hallows^ Harry seems to have made a positive impact on a former enemy that
has lasted nineteen years: “Draco Malfoy was standing there with his wife and son, a dark
coat buttoned up to his throat. His hair was receding somewhat, which emphasized the
pointed chin ... Draco caught sight of Harry, Ron,Hermione, and Ginny staring at him,
nodded curtly, and turned away again”(755-756). Compared to his last interaction with
Harry in which he attempted to capture him for Voldemort, Draco behaves politely and
even deigns to acknowledge the group, indicating he has gained humility and respect for
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others {Deathly Hallows 650, 756). Harry, Ginny, and Hennione offer positive words of
encouragement for their children and try to prevent them from fonning prejudices against
other houses. When Harry’s youngest son nervously asks,“What ifFm in Slytherin?,”
Harry responds that it doesn’t matter into which house he is sorted: “Then Slytherin
House will have gained an excellent student, won’t it? It doesn’t matter to us, Al. But ifit
matters to you, you’ll be able to choose Gryffindor over Slytherin. The Sorting Hat takes
your choice into account”{Deathly Hallows 758). With the exception ofRon, all ofthe
characters appear to have retained feelings oflove and respect for others, gained after
Harry’s triumph over Voldemort.
Upon the hero’s return, he must unfortunately leave his transcendental powers
behind, as they are unnecessary once the quest is finished (Campbell 211). As the
“worthy possessor of the Deathly Hallows,” Harry has an opportumty to cheat death and
unite the three most powerful objects of wizarding legend {Deathly Hallows 720).
However, Harry wisely decides to keep the powers separate in order to break the curse of
greed and violence that is associated with the Hallows. Resolving to leave the
Resurrection Stone where it fell in the forest and to return the Elder Wand to
Dumbledore’s grave, Harry hopes to die a natvural death and let the Elder Wand’s powers
die with its master {Deathly Hallows 748-749). The Invisibility Cloak, however, he
decides to keep, as it has been passed down in his family, rendering Harry its rightful
owner. Like a true hero, Harry retains the Invisibility Cloak not for selfish yearnings for
power but to preserve a family heirloom and prevent others from using it with ill intent
{Deathly Hallows 748).
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Chapter XIII: Master ofthe Two Worlds
After the fulfillment of his quest, the mythic hero becomes the master ofthe two
worlds, able to pass between them and easily move within each world (Campbell 196).
Campbell writes that the mythic hero’s talent is also to realize the distinctive principles of
each world: “Freedom to pass back and forth across the world division, from the
perspective of the apparitions oftime to that ofthe causal deep and back—^not
contaminating the principles of the one with those ofthe other, yet permitting the mind to
know the one by virtue of the other-

is the talent ofthe master”(196). Having lived in

the Muggle world for ten years, Harry cannot separate himself entirely from it, but the
end of the Harry Potter series leaves Harry with an understanding and appreciation of
both worlds.
Although the Wizarding World and the Muggle world are as different as night and
day, the two are inextricably linked. Campbell describes the fundamental umty ofthese
.and
distinctive spheres: “The hero adventures out ofthe land we know into darkness..
his return is described as a coming back out ofthat yonder zone. Nevertheless

^and here

is a great key to the understanding of myth and symbol—^the two kingdoms are actually
one (Campbell 188). Rowling creates something unique for her readers- a world within
a world

and the only way one can experience the Wizarding World is to already belong

to it. Prinzi explains how the boundaries between the two worlds are also indicative of
their constant meeting: “While there are many barriers and boundaries which keep
Muggles out of the Wizarding World, they are in place primarily because ofthe Statue of
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Secrecy, which is based on the premise that Muggles can, and in fact do,regularly cross
paths with the Wizarding World”(26-27). While one must have wizarding abilities to
belong to the Wizarding World, a Muggle can get to it, but he or she would not be able to
do what the other wizards do to truly be a part ofthat world (Prinzi 27).
The two worlds seem entirely separate to Harry throughout most of his
adolescence—he cannot, for example, practice or talk about magic when he returns to the
Dursleys’ home for the summer {Chamber ofSecrets 9). However, as his school years at
Hogwarts progress, he becomes painfully aware of the inevitable collision ofthe two
worlds. In Half-Blood Prince, the Dursleys are shocked by a visit from Dumbledore
himself, forcing Harry to accept that his conflict with Voldemort will inevitably involve
the Muggle world (54-56). Harry’s fears come true as the Death Eaters’ acts oftenorism
drastically affect the Muggles: “These accidents aren’t accidents—^the crashes and
explosions and derailments and whatever else has happened since we last watched the
news. People are disappearing and dying and he’s behind it—^Voldemort. I’ve told you
this over and over again, he kills Muggles for fim”{Deathly Hallows 35). At this point,
Harry realizes that not only is the fate of the Wizarding World in his hands but also the
fate of the entire world, wizards and non-wizards alike.
Easy transportation between the two worlds is key to the mythic hero’s mastery of
each. Travel by broomstick, the most preferred form,comes naturally to Harry in
Sorcerer s Stone, and he is even chosen for the Quidditch team after Professor
McGonagall observes his very first flight on a broomstick: “The boy’s a natural. I’ve
never seen anything like it. .. he caught [the ball] in his hand after a fifty-foot dive.
Didn’t even scratch himself’(151). However, travel by broomstick is not quite secretive
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enough for all occasions, so Harry must master the difficult and dangerous practice of
Apparition, a form of teleportation using only the mind {Half-BloodPrince 384). Harry
achieves mastery of the two worlds with his initial practice of

Half-Blood

Prince through his complete mastery of Apparition in Deathly Hallows(169). Although
his first successful Apparition relying solely on his own powers occmsin.Half-Blood
Prince when he Apparates himself and Dumbledore(579), Harry and Hennione practice
very difficult Apparition under the Invisibility Cloak in Deathly Hallows(320-321).
Harry is now able to pass seamlessly and instantaneously between the two worlds as a
master of both.
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Chapter XIV: The Key to the Monomyth
After examining the stages mythic hero’s journey, one must reflect on the overall
result of his extraordinary journey and accomplishment.In the monomyth,“the
battlefield is symbolic of the field of life, where every creature lives on the death of
another”(Campbell 205). This realization may so sicken one’s heart that one resolves to
give up, or worse, to remove oneselffrom all blame or guilt for the suffering of
humanity. Thinking oneself to be exceptional, one may believe that he or she is “justified
in one’s inevitable sinning because one represents the good”(Campbell 205). This
sanctimony represents an enormous misunderstanding ofoneselfandofman in general.
Campbell explains that myth aims to correct this: “The goal ofthe myth is to dispel the
need for such life ignorance by effecting a reconciliation ofthe individual consciousness
with the universal will. And this is effected through a realization ofthe true relationship
of the passing phenomena of time to the imperishable life that lives and dies in all (205206). The hero, then, must disregard his own self-interest and consider his fate as the
savior of humanity, eventually realizing that his body is only a shell. Campbell writes:
“Eternal, all-pervading, unchanging, immovable, the Selfis the same forever”(206). The
monomyth’s goal is to inspire this concept ofthe Selfin others through the
transformation of its hero.
Throughout the Harry Potter series, Dumbledore beautifully echoes Campbell’s
concept of the triviality of physical time compared to the imperishable, eternal qualities
of the soul. In Sorcerer's Stone, Dumbledore wisely advises Harry,“after all, to the well-
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organized mind, death is but the next great adventure”(297). Emphasizing the
fundamental difference between Harry and Voldemort, Dumbledore frequently remarks
that Voldemort has destroyed himself attempting to escape a fate which is, after all, less
terrible than several other things. In Order ofthe Phoenix, Dumbledore cautions
Voldemort against fearing death above all else: “Indeed, your failure to understand that
there are things much worse than death has always been your greatest weakness”(814).
After Harry was willing to sacrifice himself to save others, Dumbledore explains how
that compassion renders Harry, and not Voldemort, the conqueror ofdeath: “You are the
true master of death, because the true master does not seek to run away from Death. He
accepts that he must die, and understands that there are far, far worse things in the living
world than dying”(^Deathly Hallows 720-721). Though Voldemort has spent his life
attempting to prevent his own death, Dumbledore contends that he has suffered a fate far
worse than death.
Rowling’s theme of love in her novels becomes inextricably tied to the theme of
death, as her hero discovers that a life devoid oflove is that which Dumbledore cautions
is worse than death. Dumbledore beautifully summarizes the central theme ofRowling’s
series: “That which Voldemort does not value, he takes no trouble to comprehend. Of
house-elves and children’s tales, of love, loyalty, and innocence, Voldemort knows and
understands nothing. Nothing. That they all have a power beyond his own,a power
beyond the reach of any magic, is a truth he has never grasped” {Deathly Hallows 709710). Harry’s prevailing gift to the world is not only Voldemort’s destraction but also the
knowledge that love is “a power beyond the reach of any magic

after all, his sacrifice

of himself provides a shield for himdreds of people at Hogwarts, much more powerful
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than any Shield Charm produced through magic {Deathly Hallows 738). Harry’s mythic
journey indicates that love is in fact the most powerful magic of all.
The most appealing qualities ofthe monomyth stem from its form—constmcted
to encompass society’s unanswered questions, the monomyth contains a hero whose
qualities and triumphs reveal the needs of its society. Campbell relates that the hero’s
“visions, ideas, and inspirations come pristine from the primary springs ofhuman life and
thought. Hence they are eloquent, not ofthe present, disintegrating society and psyche,
but of the unquenched source through which society is reborn”(14-15). The monomyth
has an eternal quality that fulfills society’s needs for something more,something to help
it make sense of its questions. Campbell explains how the monomyth reveals aspects of
society and the reader:
We have not even to risk the adventure alone; for the heroes ofall time
have gone before us; the labyrinth is thoroughly known; we have only to
follow the thread ofthe hero-path. And where we had thought to find an
abomination, we shall find a god; where we had thought to slay another,
we shall slay ourselves; where we had thought to travel outward, we shall
come to the center ofour own existence; where we had thought to be
alone, we shall be with all the world.(18)
Campbell relates that the myth ofthe hero’s journey is familiar to the reader, because in
part, it is the reader. Harry Potter as a character appeals so deeply to us because we see
ourselves in him. Prinzi comments on the effects ofthe hero’sjourney on the reader:
“Along the way, readers are being called to be creative heroes in their own worlds. It is
through our being shaped as creative heroes that we leam creative solutions to the
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problems of evil that exist in our ovvn spheres ofinfluence”(125). Expecting to read
about the journey of a strange and new character, in the end we have the sense ofhaving
read something oddly familiar—it would be difficult to read about Harry’s extraordinary
transformation without undergoing some sort oftransformation ourselves.
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